
Scary Tales

What does the author say about scary tales? 
Would most people agree with her ideas?



Style- the manner in which a text is written; it involves 
how something is said rather than what is said.
Types of Style:
● formal style: very complex; long, drawn out, and 

elaborate on each individual point
○ serious style: shows deep thought, no joking

● informal style: relaxed tone (look for contractions in 
spelling), simple, conversational 
○ conversational style: mimics conversation

● To determine style, pay attention to the author’s 
word choice.



● Sometimes the author will select specific words that 
appeal to the reader’s five senses; this is called 
imagery.

● Imagery helps to maintain the reader’s attention, 
and it contributes to the author’s style.
○ Writers might use elegant words, specialized 

words, vivid imagery, or blunt language, which all 
help shape the author’s style.



Figurative Language
How else can an author’s style be determined?

● Figurative language (similes, metaphors, etc.) are 
words and phrases that go beyond their literal 
meaning.

● The use of figurative language also contributes to an 
author’s style.

● How does figurative language affect an author’s 
style?



Syntax
Syntax refers to the way words are put together to form phrases and sentences.

● Sentence length and the use of formal/informal grammar (contractions) are 
both part of the syntax, and that contributes to the author’s style.

So what?

● In order to determine the author’s style, pay attention to the author’s syntax.



Quick Review

What three things 
contribute to an 
author’s style?



Author’s Viewpoint
An author’s viewpoint or perspective is the unique 
combination of ideas, values, feelings, and beliefs that 
influence the way the writer writes a topic.

A good writer will anticipate or predict that some readers 
will not agree with his/her views and will respond to 
those people with a counter-argument or counter-claim, 
which is an argument or claim made to oppose the 
author’s own.



How to Determine an Author’s Viewpoint
Consider or look for the following:

● the opinions an author holds about a topic 
● the details that suggests why he/she thinks a certain 

way
● the reasons offered in support of a certain view
● the way the author’s background might affect his/her 

outlook



How to Determine an Author’s Viewpoint
● Why does Jackie Torrence feel the way she does 

about scary tales?
○ To answer this question, you have to take those 

considerations from the previous slide and apply 
them to this story.

○ Go back to the text and look for evidence to 
support those four consider.



Quick Review
● What is the author’s perspective?

● What four things should you 
consider when trying to determine 
the author’s viewpoint?



Elements of Style Assignment  

DIRECTIONS: In the chart below, demonstrate 
your understanding of the author’s style by 
citing evidence from the text of the author’s 
word choice, syntax, and use of figurative 
language throughout the text (pages 99-101).  
You are to include only two examples of 
syntax.



$2.00 Horror Story
Write a $2.00 story about a time you’ve been truly terrified.  
Turn this in on your way out the door.


